Discipline Ranch: Domestic Discipline Romance
"You don’t abide by the law of the land. The law of this ranch is all that matters. You and me, that’s all that matters." Emma Weatherstone is accustomed to a life of pampered luxury, but when she flees the carriage of her abusive new husband, she finds herself in the middle of nowhere with no possessions and no money. A handsome rancher, Gus, rescues her from her dire situation, and invites her to stay at the ranch house he shares with his two brothers. Gus has been pining for a submissive woman to share his life with, and with a little training, he thinks Emma could be the one. He tells Emma she can stay with them as long as she likes, provided she earns her keep. She must cook and clean, and submit her body to Gus whenever he desires. Emma is drawn to Gus’ dominance, and resolves to do whatever she can to please him. Living off the land is much harsher than what she’s used to, and Gus is quick to lay her over his knee for a sound spanking whenever she makes a mistake. Emma flourishes under his control, and pledges herself to him, forever and always. But their romantic bliss is threatened when Emma’s husband puts out a search for his missing wife. Can Gus protect Emma from this dangerous man, and keep her safe with him on Discipline Ranch? Discipline Ranch is a domestic discipline romance set in the old west. It contains graphic love scenes, themes of domination and submission, anal play, and a man spanking a woman. Intended for adults only.
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It was a quick evening read. I thought the discipline was a little off. It seemed to um sultry, and not enough passion.
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